AWIM National Olympic 2012

The Schedule

21-Dec-2012 : Arrivals, Check-in & Briefing about the Event
22-Dec-2012 : Inaugural, Toy Preparation, Track Events, Presentations Cultural Evening & Valedictory Ceremony.
23-Dec-2012 : Plant Visit Mahindra Two Wheelers Limited

Good Bye Indore

The Venue

The Daly College, Indore.

The Royal Heritage, Established in 1882 and Governed by the Board of Governance having members from Royal Families of Maharajas too, with its Picturesque Building and Scenic Campus is rare to experience opportunity. All set ready to Host our Budding Engineers for a promising future of Indian Automobile Industry. A place housed with comfortable stay, Dinning with Delicious cuisine and Individual Cricket, Hockey & Football grounds what not a Gym, Squash, Tennis Court to Basket Ball any amenities we name almost everything there of a Royal Taste & Treat.
**Day-1 < 21-Dec-2012>**

The Evening starts with Kachori, Tea / Coffee at Lake Side lush green lawn adjacent to Dhirubhai Ambani Auditorium.

It was a Pleasant evening and kids have made it Colorful and Charming.

The Maestro Mr. Saurabh Chitnavis (Mahindra, Nashik) has given Technical Insight of the Event and Discussed about Rules, Dos & Don’ts.

While various questions kept repeating in some or other coinig but Saurabh with a patients replied and helped Kids to understand / realize they are the Regional Champs and are competing with other Champs in the National Olympics.

Remember, you are going to compete with other Champ.....the Important Tips for Success is Focused, Consistent and Hard Work. ........................ Saurabh Chitnavis

**Day-2 < Inaugural Session >**

The cool Morning, it’s 8:45 AM Kids have started reaching at Dhirubhai Ambani Auditorium at The Daly College. Kids wearing Sweatshirt with AWIM Logo united appearing a Team irrespective of their School, Zone, Region, Language and Religion exhibiting a True Spirit of the National Olympic.

Session begins welcome note by Dr N. Karuppiah, Addl Director & Site Head NATRIP (Secretary SAEINDIA, Indore Division) who explained how SAEINDIA driving various initiatives for future Engineers of Mobility Science.

Mr. Shriramchandran K. suggested Teachers to convert classrooms into workshops and help Kids to learn Science in a practical manner to understand better.

While Dr. P.K. Chande, linked movies and how learning are for life time this way if, learning is made fun filled can sustain for lifetime.

The Chief Guest Mrs Anuradha Shankar, addressed to the Kids, Teachers and have focused how learning of difficult fundamentals is made simple by initiatives like AWIM when we do it more we learn.

Guest of Honor Mr Nirmal Matharu, expressed how Mahindra & Mahindra is driving it’s Corporate Social Responsibility through supporting SAEINDIA initiatives e.g. AWIM, BAJA etc.

Kr. Sumer Singh, the Principal have accolades the Regional Champs and wished them a Healthy Competition and Pleasant Stay at Indore.

Mr. Heman Saiwal correlated how does learning of childhoods helps in making a quicker decision in a Business Process.

Convener Mukesh K. Tiwari, while expressing Vote of Thanks to all Dignitaries addressed to kids AWIM is just not a “ A World in Motion “ rather it is a discovering a hidden winner within you “A Winner in Me “
Skimmer Challenge: This is the First Year of Introduction through City Level to National Olympics, Very Hardwork is done by Technical Team from SAEINDIA Development Board, right from the development of Kits to Rules and finally helping in conduct.....Kudos!!!

We expect in coming years many moe teams to come forward and join this Journey of Learning, at First Year of Introduction we had 06 Teams from 06 Cities.

Few Glimpses where we could capture it in different temperament / moods Team is heeding for competition just have a look the beginning.....Confused??? Then Let’s Do it....and so on....Helping Partners, Sharing Burdens truly a Team Building Exercise.........

Success doesn’t come by Expecting and Praying alone......... It is the Resultant of

- Learning.
- Hard Work.
- Learning from own Mistakes.
- Correcting.
- Redoing.

Off-course Prayers makes us Humble & Gentle.

What Little Camps learn today to becomes a Promising Future :-

- Teamwork.
- Time Orientation.
- Creativity.
- Coordination.
- Roles & Responsibility.
- Expressing to the Seniors
Jet-Toy Challenge: for its 5th National Olympics, Schools and Kids have adopted the this Fun Filled Learning opportunities to understand Science and Mathematics. We had 25 Teams from 13 Cities this year in National Olympic.

In last 5 Years, AWIM has gained popularity as in some of the schools has been taken as an Activity Based Learning Program and Kids have been going through as Curriculum, this indeed is a Success of though behind its promoting.

Nothing much to talk about just go through the Glimpses:-
While the Computation and Tabulation of Results were going on.......Everywhere the Temptation was High, The Participants, Teachers and some of the Parents who came to witness what and how their Little Masters are doing at Arena.

This was the time for starting evening with Entertainment Program, the evening begins with Cultural Program planned by the Daly College Team at Back Office truly representing our Cultural Heritage starting with *Kathak, Ghoomar* to a mesmerizing Mime Act by Students of Deaf & Dumb School (run by *Mook Badhir Sanghthan*, Indore) which gave message to *Save Water Save Life*. The Group of this school also gave an amazing, nail biting Dance Performance where Deaf & Dumb Young Girls & Boys performed dance on the Music with Rhythm (Their Sign Language Teachers have been assisting them as Choreographer to perform Movements based on the sign language).

Few Glimpses :-
Valedictory Session < 22-Dec-2012>

The Evening after colorful performances by Students and Day long Hectic is Ready to Welcome the National Champs, and to Bless them we Had Dr. Shrikant Marathe, Director ARAI & President SAEINDIA as Chief Guest & Mr. Nirmal Matharu, Sr. VP (Opns) & Plant Head, Mahindra Two Wheelers Limited as Guest of Honour while Special Guest was Mrs Rashmi, Head Mistress The Daly College, Junior School.

Mr. Nirmal Matharu, Sr. VP (Opns) & Plant Head Mahindra Two Wheelers Limited & Vice Chairman of SAEINDIA, Indore Division extended Hearty & Warm Welcome to the Chief Guest Dr Shrikant Marathe.

Dr. Shrikant Marathe in his address to the Kids has accolades the Spirit and active participation of Industry & Schools in the way of Participative Learning of Science Fundamentals. He also expressed how SAEINDIA, through its various initiatives is there to help Students Right from Schools to the Engineering Colleges, the enthusiasm of Students is promising a Great Future for Indian Automobile Industry.

The Champions are :-

**SKIMMER CHALLENGE 2012**

- **1st Runnerup**
  - St. Francis School, Nashik (M.S.)

- **2nd Runnerup**
  - Pandit Rao Agashe School, Pune (M.S.)

- **National Champion**
  - St. Columbus School, New Delhi

**JET-TOY CHALLENGE 2012**

- **1st Runnerup**
  - P.S. Senior Secondary School, Chennai (T.N.)

- **2nd Runnerup**
  - Wisdom High International School, Pune (M.S.)

- **National Champion**
  - St. Columbus School, New Delhi
The people who have put unrelenting efforts to make the event Grand Successful, it’s time to cheer for them, The Dedicated Team of Engineering College ACROPOLIS Technical Campus, Indore under the Leadership of Prof. Ajay Bhargava, Asst. Prof. Mayur Khandelwal & Prof. Rajnish Katarane, Prof. Satyendra Sharma from Swami Vivekanand College of Engineering, Indore was Guiding & leading the team College Volunteers to make sure the event go smooth and make comfortable stay for our most Important Guests, The Kids who have all the way travelled away.

Vote of Thanks by Mukesh K. Tiwari, Convener AWIM National Olympic, Indore and Special Announcement of Donating Rs 21,000/- from AWIM Organizing Committee to Deaf & Dumb School as Token of appreciation, adding to this Mr. Parag Ranade (The Best Teacher Volunteer, form Nashik) & Mr. Mahesh Masurkar (The Best Industrial Volunteer from John Deere) have donated their Prize Money to the Mook Badhir Sangathan, Indore.

This has been The Session Ends with National Anthem, played by the Band Team of the Daly College, while our Deaf & Dumb Students have paid Salute to the Nation in Sign Language:
Industrial Visit <23-Dec-2012>

This is Sunday, at 08:00 AM, the excited Kids have finished their Breakfasts and are ready to Board in for Industrial Tour to Mahindra Two Wheelers Limited, Pithampur (Just 30 KMs away from the Location). The Buses are ready to leave from the Daly College: Team at MTWL was lead by Mr. S.M. Pillai, Sr. Manager, ADMN & Treasurer AWIM National Olympic, Indore and supported by M/s Rahul Sapre, Vinay Kakkar, Gajanan Enchalwar, Gautam Trivedi, Mukesh Sirohi, Ravi Damanwar, Sudhir Dasare, Piyush Sachan, Dharmveer Singh & Viliyam Sachan to welcome the Kids at Plant.

After Return from Mahindra Two Wheelers Limited, Guest was served Dal, Bafia, Kadhi at Mess (The Daly College, Indore)

The Royal Treat
Kudos to following for their untiring Efforts & Passion:

1. M/s. Akhand Pratap Singh & Sagar Bendre (Overall Event Coordination)
2. M/s. Shailesh Kulkarni & Piyush Manocha (JetToy Testing area)
3. M/s. Sagar Murugkar & Ravi Kumar Goel (Skimmer Testing area)
4. M/s. Mayur Khandelwal & Pradyumna Patidar (Score sheet finalization)

Special Thanks to our Sponsors:
1. Mahindra Two Wheelers Limited, Pithampur.
2. TRUBA College of Engineering, Indore.
3. TRIMM India, New Delhi.
4. ARAI, Pune.
5. EATON, Pune.
6. John Deere, Pune.

Very Special Thanks to our Supporters:
2. The Daly College, Indore.

A Sincere, thanks to all those who have contributed to make this event Happen....

Regards,

Mukesh K. Tiwari,
Convener, AWIM National Olympic 2012, Indore &
Dy. General Manager-Manufacturing
Mahindra Two Wheelers Limited,
Plot No. 2, Sector 1, Industrial Area
Pithampur, Distt : Dhar (M.P.)
Pin : 454 775